Aluminum-rich intermetallic compounds and alloys are important for their technological applications and scientifically interesting for their complex structures such as quasicrystals. Detailed knowledge of interatomic interactions can help explain structural and mechanical properties of these systems. The first paper of this series ͓Phys. Rev. B 56, 7905 ͑1997͔͒ derived first-principles interatomic potentials for alloys of aluminum with first row transition metals from generalized pseudopotential theory ͑GPT͒. This paper assesses the ability of those potentials to reproduce and elucidate the binary alloy phase diagrams of Al 1Ϫx Co x and Al 1Ϫx Ni x . When the full theory is taken into account, we successfully reproduce the phase diagrams up to xϭ0.3. While many of the general features of the phase diagrams can be obtained with xϭ0 GPT pair potentials alone, the volume and composition dependence of the total energy become important by xϭ0.25. In addition, for certain complex structures, we introduce partial aluminum occupancy and demonstrate its importance. At high transition-metal concentration xϾ0.25, we must further include three-and four-body transition-metal interactions to account for the stability of Al 5 Co 2 in the Al 1Ϫx Co x phase diagram. ͓S0163-1829͑98͒06538-2͔
I. INTRODUCTION
Highly stable Al-Ni-Co magnets, low thermal expansion invar (Ni 3 Fe) and high-strength Ni-based superalloys prove the importance of intermetallic compounds.
1 Aluminumbased intermetallics boast high-strength/high-temperature and oxidation-resistant compounds such as Ni-Al, Fe-Al and Ti-Al. 2 In addition to their technologically useful properties, intermetallics also exhibit scientifically interesting complex structures. 3 Noteworthy among these alloys are quasicrystals, ordered structures displaying crystallographically forbidden icosahedral or decagonal symmetry. 4 Thus both technological need and fundamental scientific interest motivate study of these systems.
To explain their unusual structures and mechanical properties, we study atomic cohesion in intermetallic compounds. A previous paper 5 ͑henceforth referred to as paper I͒ established a first-principles generalized pseudopotential theory ͑GPT͒ for the total energy of aluminum-rich binary alloys with first-row transition-metal ͑TM͒ elements in terms of real-space interatomic potentials. To further assess the accuracy and dependability of that calculational approach, this paper applies the GPT to an in depth study of mechanical and thermodynamic stability over a range of composition in Al-Co and Al-Ni systems. Mechanical stability for a given structure reflects energy-minimizing atomic displacements to an equilibrium configuration under static relaxation at fixed composition and fixed volume or pressure. Thermodynamic stability demands that the final equilibrium structure lies on the convex hull of a graph of total energy per atom versus composition for all conceivable structures. This means the total energy would increase if a given structure were to decompose into a mixture of other phases of differing composition. Requiring mechanical and thermodynamic stability of known phases, and thermodynamic instability of hypothetical structures, is a stringent test of the interatomic potentials.
This paper considers aluminum-rich intermetallics of composition Al 1Ϫx TM x with xϽ0.3. The electronic structure of these intermetallic alloys is complicated because aluminum contains weakly bound s-and p-band valence electrons, while transition metals have in addition tightly bound d-band electrons at, or near, the Fermi surface. A useful theory of interatomic interactions must correctly account for and link these electronic states. In the GPT this is accomplished by using a mixed basis of plane waves and localized TM d states and isolating weak sp pseudopotential, sp-d hybridization, and d-d tight-binding matrix elements. One then employs a rigorous expansion of the electron density and total energy in terms of these matrix elements and develops a real-space total-energy functional as a collective volume term plus sums over two-, three-, and higher-body interactions. 5, 6 Because of its weak sp electron-ion pseudopotential, the pure aluminum total energy may be reasonably well approximated by a structure-independent volume term plus a pairwise sum over a two-ion interatomic potential. Transition metal d-band electrons also create strong angledependent three-and higher-body interactions. Because the d-orbitals are strongly localized in the vicinity of transition metal ions, significant contributions to the total energy from these many-body interactions are expected primarily when TM atoms have two or more TM neighbors. Such TM clusters are common at large TM concentration x but are rare for xӶ1. Consequently, for xϽ0.3 the structural energetics are dominated by the two-ion pair contributions.
Paper I developed Al 1Ϫx TM x GPT interatomic potentials and applied them to study cohesive and structural trends among binary alloys of aluminum with transition metals across the 3d series. This paper focuses on a more thorough evaluation of the potentials and their ability to reproduce complicated phase diagrams. Our measures of success are, first, whether known structures possess mechanical stability under relaxation, and second, whether we can reproduce the known equilibrium phase diagrams.
We focus on binary alloys of aluminum with cobalt and with nickel. This choice is motivated by several factors: ͑1͒ Preexisting pair potentials for the Al 1Ϫx Co x alloys calculated by Phillips et al., 7 , which were also applied to the Al-Co phase diagram. These potentials were developed from a similar but simplified perturbative method, which neglected, among other things, direct d-d interactions and treated explicitly only the limit x→0. ͑2͒ Remaining uncertainties in the details of the Al-Co phase diagram, especially in the vicinity of xϭ0.25. ͑3͒ The chance to test the sensitivity of structural energies to a minimal shift in chemistry between neighboring transition metals. In particular, Al-Co and Al-Ni compounds exhibit somewhat different stable structures. ͑4͒ Our future intention is to extend the binary-alloy potentials to the ternary compound Al-Ni-Co. This ternary compound possesses a thermodynamically stable decagonal quasicrystal phase. 8 The following section of this paper presents the experimentally determined Al-Co and Al-Ni binary alloy phase diagrams. We describe crystal structures of special interest, and compare the phase diagrams and crystal structures between the two alloys families. Section III reviews the GPT total energy and interatomic potentials. We show how the long-range Friedel oscillations of the pair potentials correlate with structural features of stable crystals. These potentials are then applied to the phase diagrams at different levels of approximation. Our baseline approach follows Phillips et al. 7 and assumes a constant electron density, ignoring the actual concentration dependence of the total energy. Calculational results obtained with this approach up to xϭ0.3 are presented in Sec. IV A and use only pair potentials evaluated in the x→0 limit. The advantage of this approach is that one can easily consider a range of composition without recalculating the potentials. Also, pair potentials are convenient for static relaxation and other computer simulation methods. However, this approach is not rigorously valid and will even- Detailed discussion of specific difficulties encountered in Sec. IV A, and their resolutions, is contained in the later subsections. We address the problem of partial occupancy, which is common among some aluminum sites in complex Al-Co structures, in Sec. IV B. Section IV C addresses the role of the volume-and composition-dependence of the potentials. Stability of Al-Co in the observed structure Al 5 Co 2 against the competing structure of Al 5 Fe 2 demands consideration of three-and four-body interactions, as we show in Sec. IV D. Finally, Sec. V summarizes our main conclusions.
II. AL-CO AND AL-NI PHASE DIAGRAMS
The Al-Co and Al-Ni phase diagrams and stable structures 9,10 differ markedly from each other, despite the fact that Co and Ni are neighboring transition metals in the Periodic Table. The observed Al-Co and Al-Ni structures, as well as many other candidate structures, are listed in Table I up to transition-metal fraction xϭ0.3333. Details of the Al-Co phase diagram remain in doubt, especially in the vicinity of composition Al 3 Co. Figure 1 illustrates the current evaluation of thermodynamic and structural data 11 near composition Al 3 Co. Most of the phases are stable only at high temperatures, in accordance with the usual rule that phases nearby in composition cannot coexist over a wide range of temperature. 12 The orthorhombic phase O-Al 13 Co 4 replaces the previously identified 9 monoclinic phase MAl 13 Co 4 as the thermodynamically stable variant. Trace impurities are required to stabilize the monoclinic form at low temperatures. 11 Furthermore, the space group of this monoclinic phase is identified as C2/m, 13 in contrast with the earlier claim of Cm. 14 . ͑1͒
Its precise structure is presently unknown. 17 In addition to the large number of stable crystalline phases, a metastable decagonal quasicrystal phases forms throughout this composition range. 18 In contrast, the Al-Ni phase diagram contains relatively few and well understood structures. In the composition range of interest there is only one stable compound, Al 3 Ni.
The cluster of phases near Al 3 Co share common structural features. They may be described as layered structures, alternating flat and puckered layers. The spacing between layers is close to 2 Å, so the stacking repeat distance is about 8 Å. F is a flat mirror plane, while P is a puckered layer, with atoms displaced up to 0.34 Å above or below the mean height. PЈ, the mirror image of P through F, is distinguished from P only through the sign of the puckering displacements. FЈ is equivalent to F after a translation perpendicular to the layering direction. The entire stacking sequence may be represented FPFЈPЈ. The only exception to this rule, the Y phase, has a 4 Å repeat length. This is accommodated in Al 75 Co 22 Ni 3 by alternating a pair of F layers. In contrast, Al 11 Co 4 , alternates F and P type layers. 16 As a consequence, F cannot be a mirror plane, and is itself very slightly puckered in Al 11 Co 4 .
Another motif shared among these structures is a characteristic cluster of atoms known as a pentagonal bipyramid ͑PB͒. [19] [20] [21] This cluster is centered on a flat layer and extends to the adjacent puckered layers above and below. On the equator it features a pentagon of Co atoms ͑edge length 4.7 Å͒ centered by a single Al atom. It is capped in the puckered layers by a smaller pentagon of Al atoms ͑edge length 2.9 Å͒ centered by a single Co atom. Additional Al atoms occupy variable positions within the flat layers. Formation of the pentagonal bipyramid as a favored structure follows from highly advantageous interatomic bond lengths both within individual PB's and between neighboring PB's. 20 Figure 2 illustrates the structure [22] [23] [24] The layering and some atomic motifs that are so common among Al 3 Co structures are also present in Al 3 Ni. This compound features the cementite (D0 11 ) structure illustrated in Fig. 3 . Based on the layered structure, atomic motifs and lattice constants, Al 3 Ni may be identified as a 0/1 orthorhombic approximant. The ideal lattice constants a(0/1)ϭ5.532, b(0/1)ϭ4.706 and cϭ8.12 are now rather far from the observed ones of the D0 11 structure illustrated in Fig. 3 ͑6.598, 4.802, and 7.351͒ because of the low order of approximant, and our use of ideal lattice constants devised for Al-Co compounds. The structural link among Al 3 Ni and the Al 3 Co phases places these structures in contention with each other for thermodynamic stability with slight shifts in stoichiometry and chemical composition interchanging relative stability.
At larger transition-metal content, xϭ0.4, Al 3 Ni 2 has a simple structure with only 5 atoms per unit cell that has no known structural relation to AlCo compounds. At xϭ0.5, both Al-Co and Al-Ni take the simple CsCl ͑B2͒ structure.
III. INTERATOMIC POTENTIALS
Paper I described the theoretical basis for calculating interatomic potentials within the generalized pseudopotential theory ͑GPT͒. Here, we review some key ideas. The GPT interatomic potentials are terms in a real-space expansion of total energy in the form of volume, pair and many-body interactions:
Here R 1 . . . R N denotes the positions on the N ions in the metal, ⍀ is the atomic volume, x the atomic composition, and the prime on each sum over ion positions excludes all self-interaction terms. A and B denote the two chemical species, Al and TM. The volume term is structure independent. It exerts no force on the individual atoms, but is important for determining the cohesive energy, equilibrium volume, and bulk modulus. The pair-potential sums are the leading structuredependent terms in the total energy. In general, both the pair and many-body potentials are long-ranged with oscillatory tails arising from electron screening and/or sp-d hybridization. The many-body interactions are presumed to be strongest among clusters of transition-metal atoms and weaker among clusters containing aluminum atoms. Consequently, the many-body interactions should be negligible at low transition-metal concentration, and grow progressively more important at higher transition-metal concentration. In pure elemental transition metals, the three-and four-body interactions are important, but higher-order interactions may often be neglected.
All terms in the GPT total-energy expansion depend on the atomic volume and chemical composition. The discussion in the following section compares use of GPT potentials evaluated in the x→0 limit with use of the full compositiondependent GPT potentials. Use of the xϭ0 potentials is motivated by the observation 7 that the valence electron density varies slowly with x, near xϭ0, for Al-Co compounds. We confirm in Sec. IV A that the xϭ0 potentials achieve considerable success, but find in Sec. IV C that the appearance of certain phases in the alloy phase diagrams requires the composition-dependent GPT. Figure 4 displays the present GPT pair potentials evaluated at composition xϭ0.25. For Al 3 Ni the potentials are evaluated at the experimental atomic volume of 98.24 a.u. For Al 3 Co we use atomic volume 100.0 a.u., chosen because it is a round number interpolated between experimental atomic volumes of neighboring structures. Friedel-like oscillations with asymptotic wavelength related to the Fermi wave number are a characteristic feature of the pair potentials. The precise shapes of the GPT potentials vary slowly with x, as was discussed in paper I. The primary difference between the two sets of potentials is the relatively weak attractive TM-TM interactions at short range in Ni compared with those in Co. We can trace this difference back to the more nearly filled d-bands of Ni. The positions of potential minima and maxima are quite similar in the two compounds. Minima of the Ni-Ni potential are shifted slightly to the left of minima of the Co-Co potential, reflecting the growing nuclear charge and shrinking equilibrium volume in moving to the right in the 3d series and consistent with the trends noted in paper I.
Note the strongly negative Co-Co potential below r ϭ2.5 Å. This indicates an unphysical overbinding of transition-metal ions caused by strongly attractive two-ion d-d interactions. They are offset in the bulk metal by corresponding repulsive many-body interactions. Their presence, however, serves as a warning of the limitations of a pairpotential treatment of the alloy. Provided TM ions remain well separated, our calculations are not strongly influenced by this uncompensated attraction. This is indeed the case for low TM concentrations xр0. 25 .
Direct multi-ion d-d interactions depend strongly on relative angles. Since the d electrons are rather tightly bound to the transition-metal ions, these strong angle-dependent interactions are also short-ranged. The pair potentials alone are thus not expected to reproduce well the total energies in structures with transition-metal near neighbors. For larger TM concentrations certain structural energies are significantly affected by this problem. Section IV D examines their influence in Al-Co compounds at xϭ0.2857.
It is interesting to compare the present GPT potentials for Al-Co with those calculated earlier by Phillips et al. 7 The GPT treatment includes a nonlocal pseudopotential, selfconsistent electron screening, and direct d-d interactions not considered previously in this context. Phillips et al. also carried out their study holding electron density fixed at the value appropriate for FCC aluminum. Here, we consider both a fixed electron density approach, and one of selfconsistent variation of electron density with composition and atomic volume. Comparing the potentials quantitatively, the most striking differences is the deep minimum of the Co-Co GPT potential discussed above, which Phillips et al. do not observe because of their neglect of direct d-d interactions. Also, the amplitude of the oscillations of the Al-Co and Co-Co GPT potentials is generally larger than in the Phillips et al. potentials. This is caused, in part, by the larger effective sp-d hybridization and screening interactions calculated in the first-principles GPT treatment.
The detailed shape of the pair potentials influences mechanical and thermodynamic stability of particular solid structures. Mechanical stability requires that the net force on each atom be small or zero. Thermodynamic stability demands that on average the potential energy per atom be low. These requirements can be met simultaneously by placing atoms in space so that many close interatomic separations are at or near minima of the pair potentials. Figure 5 shows pair correlation functions of Al 3 Ni in the D0 11 structure. A Gaussian broadening of width 0.15 Å has been applied to mimic typical thermal motion at room temperature. Note the sharp maximum in g AlAl (r) at r ϭ2.8 Å, close to where v 2 AlAl displays a broad shoulder, and 20 These correlation functions also generally show peaks close to the pair-potential minima, explaining why the particular structures are likely to enjoy mechanical and thermodynamic stability. Not surprisingly, both structures have similar mechanical stability and cohesive energy using either the Al-Co or the Al-Ni pair potentials.
IV. CALCULATIONS
This section outlines our study of mechanical and thermodynamic stability of real and hypothetical Al-Co and Al-Ni structures. We evaluate the energy and forces acting on atoms in a wide variety of structures. After relaxing these structures to a state of mechanical equilibrium, we examine net atomic displacements as well as final energies. The atomic displacements indicate the mechanical stability of various structures using our pair potentials. The final relaxed energies indicate the thermodynamic stability ͑at absolute zero͒ of the structures.
Thermodynamically stable structures form the convex hull of a graph of free energy versus composition. At low temperatures the free energy reduces to the enthalpy. At low pressure ͑e.g., one atmosphere͒, neglect of PV work reduces enthalpy to internal total energy. When comparing total energies, the atomic volume ⍀ should, in principle, be adjusted to minimize the energy of each structure. As demonstrated in paper I, this is entirely feasible within the GPT method, but it would be unduly laborious here for the large number of structures under consideration. For convenience in the present work, therefore, we have taken atomic volumes from either experiment or, where appropriate, from theoretical considerations.
To calculate total energy, we sum all pairwise interactions up to a cutoff. The cutoff is needed because the slowly decaying Friedel oscillations cause remote atoms to contribute significantly to the total energy. As in paper I, we set the cutoff at 8.25R WS , where R WS is the Wigner-Seitz radius corresponding to atomic volume ⍀ϭ4R WS 3 /3. In general, defining the cutoff in terms of R WS is advantageous because the set of interactions among atoms remains unchanged as the atomic volume of a structure is varied. The choice 8.25 is somewhat arbitrary, but has been found to be the minimum value that provides adequate convergence. Our relaxation technique employs the IMSL conjugate gradient program ZXCGR. We relax configurations until the average force per atom is less than 10 Ϫ6 eV/Å. Lattice constants are held fixed during relaxation.
To predict the phase diagram requires considering every conceivable structure. The predicted phase diagram is the convex hull of the scatter plot of energy versus concentration. This is clearly an untenable job. Rather, we can consider a limited number of candidate structures. Efficiency dictates we should consider the most plausible structures, so we draw from existing knowledge 25 of intermetallic structures and consider structures ͑listed in Table I͒ which do prove stable for related aluminum-rich transition metal alloys, especially those involving metals such as Cu, Fe or Mn that lie near Co and Ni in the Periodic Table. A. x‫0؍‬ GPT treatment
Because of the large number of candidate structures at different compositions, we evaluate stability first using the xϭ0 GPT potentials. Later, in Sec. IV C we apply the full GPT to a subset of these structures. With the xϭ0 potentials, we scale the structures isotropically to the hypothetical atomic volume at which the free-electron density matches that of pure FCC aluminum (0.18076/Å 3 ), as given by Eq. ͑16͒ of paper I. To calculate these volumes, we employ the effective valences obtained at xϭ0 in paper I (Zϭ3 for Al, Zϭ1.8 for Co and Zϭ1.7326 for Ni͒. Figure 6 displays our xϭ0 results for Al-Co and Al-Ni in scatter plots of relative total energy per atom, ⌬E ϭ⌬E tot /N, versus x. Here ⌬E denotes the difference of relaxed energy from the tie line connecting FCC Al (xϭ0) to Al 3 TM in the structure L1 2 (xϭ0.25). The data points are labeled with the name of the structure. We replace the transition metal in these structures with Co or Ni. Plotting symbols are used to distinguish degrees of mechanical stability. Highly symmetric structures do not relax because there are no net forces on individual atoms. These are marked with a symbol. Some of these structures, D0 3 for example, are unstable because small random initial displacements result in large displacements under relaxation away from the symmetric structure. Structures with modest average atomic displacements ⌬R are marked with filled shapes ͑circle, triangle and square for ⌬R less than 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 Å, respectively͒ at their relaxed energy. Several structures are mechanically unstable (⌬Rу0.3 Å). Their unrelaxed energies are marked with an open square.
Some unstable structures such as Al 4 Mn and Al 3 Mn are decagonal quasicrystal approximants related in structure to O-and M-Al 13 Co 4 but with a six-layer repeat rather than a four-layer repeat. 19 The proposed structure 16 of Al 11 Co 4 is unstable using our xϭ0 pair potentials, and has a high unrelaxed energy. Our calculation thus supports the identification 11 of Al 75 Co 22 Ni 3 as the structure better associated with the phase Y-Al 13 Co 4 , because of its mechanical stability and low relaxed energy.
A previous problem with Al 12 W falling below the tie line connecting FCC Al with Al 9 Co 2 encountered by Phillips et al. 7 has been solved with the present treatment. Al 12 W now lies above that tie line.
Some features of the phase diagrams are not adequately explained by the xϭ0 GPT results. One problem in the Al-Co phase diagram is the metastability of O-Al 13 Co 4 with respect to the tie line from Al 9 Co 2 to M-Al 13 Co 4 . Experiments suggest, indeed, that the orthorhombic phase is the true ground state, with the monoclinic phase stabilized only by a small concentration of impurities. However, the issues of partial occupation and Al vacancies appear to be crucial to the outcome. To obtain stability of the orthorhombic phase, we propose to add Al vacancies to the experimentally determined structure. This is discussed in Sec. IV B.
Two additional problems occur in the Al-Ni phase diagram. First, the Al 9 Co 2 structure lies below the tie line joining FCC Al with Al 3 Ni. Also, we find metastability of Al 3 Ni with respect to the tie line joining the Al 9 Co 2 structure with the M-Al 13 Co 4 structure. Both of these deficiencies are removed through the full composition-dependent GPT.
The final problem, stability of the Al 5 Fe 2 structure over the Al 5 Co 2 structure in the Al-Co phase diagram, appears to represent a failure of the 2-body truncation of the total energy expansion, Eq. ͑2͒. We show in Sec. IV D how threeand four-body interactions overcome the difficulty. With all these problems resolved, we thereby demonstrate that the GPT adequately reproduces the phase diagrams of Al-Co and Al-Ni up to composition xϭ0.3. When experimental data is available on partial occupancy, we may use this data to estimate the total energy of a partially occupied structure. Ordinarily, the energy is the sum over pairs of atomic sites i and j of the bond energy v 2 ␣␤ (R i j ;⍀,x) between atoms at those sites. To estimate the energy of a partially occupied structure, we simply multiply each bond energy by the product f i f j of the site occupancies. Such an approximation becomes exact in the absence of correlations between the occupancies of different sites. Table II shows the dramatic reductions in unrelaxed energy when partial occupancy is incorporated in this manner.
An alternate way to calculate energies in the presence of partial occupancy is to generate specific individual configurations with every site either fully occupied or fully vacant. This approach can incorporate correlations among site occupancy. Because the partial occupancy in Al-Co is often linked with short interatomic distances, we may expect significant correlation between these sites.
A systematic way to generate such configurations is through a fixed site Monte Carlo simulation. 21 We take the experimental structure as a list of possible atomic positions, and populate these sites with a smaller number of atoms. Then, atoms hop among the available sites, with moves accepted or rejected according to the usual Metropolis criterion. At elevated temperatures we can generate occupation statistics for comparison with experimental occupancies. At low temperatures we can generate specific low energy distributions of vacancies among sites. In practice, we perform our simulations holding the cobalt atoms fixed at their experimental positions because there are no reports of fractional occupancy at these sites. Only aluminum atoms are permitted to move. The energies of configurations generated in this way are listed in Table II under the heading ''annealed.'' Compositions x differ slightly between the ''partial'' and ''annealed'' columns because we simulate a single unit cell with an integral number of atoms.
Several features are noteworthy. First of all, when experimental data on partial occupancy is available, we can compare it with the fractional occupancy statistics from Monte Carlo simulation. For this purpose, we perform the simulation at Tϭ1000 K, because that is characteristic of typical annealing temperatures. We declare sites with occupancy f Ͻ0.95 to be partially occupied. The simulated composition is taken as the nearest integer number of aluminums to the reported composition. For M-Al 13 Co 4 with space group C2/m, and for Al 5 Fe 2 , we find complete agreement in assignment of partially occupied sites. We find substantial, but not perfect, agreement in assignment of partially occupied sites for the Hudd and Taylor 14 structure of M -Al 13 Co 4 with space group Cm. One noteworthy difference is that Hudd and Taylor assign partial occupancy to one puckered layer site, while we find all puckered layer sites are fully occupied. Also, we find low occupancy at Al͑7͒ sites, while Hudd and Taylor report full occupancy.
Full occupancy is claimed 22 for O-Al 13 Co 4 . We investigate this claim because of the presence of short ͑2.24 Å͒ Al-Al bonds like those related to partial occupancy in M -Al 13 Co 4 . The crystallographic structure determination 22 includes Debye-Waller corrections that can mimic partial occupancy. We note substantial correlation between the sites assigned large isotropic thermal displacement coefficients B eq and the low aluminum occupancy sites in a fixed site Monte Carlo simulation. In Fig. 2 , circles with solid lines exhibit high Al occupancy ( f у0.95) in our simulations and have small isotropic thermal displacement coefficient (B eq Ͻ1.5) in the experimental structure. Circles with dashes have large thermal displacements and high simulated Al occupancy. Circles with dots have low simulated occupancy and small thermal displacements. Dashed-dotted circles have large thermal displacements and low occupancy.
Thus, theory and experiment agree that Al atoms are happy to sit at positions in Fig. 2 occupied by solid circles, and agree that atoms do not like to sit at positions occupied by dashed-dotted circles. Overall, the average isotropic thermal displacement coefficient is B eq ϭ1.2 for Al atoms and B eq ϭ0.88 for Co atoms. Highly occupied Al sites have average B eq ϭ1.1. The low occupancy sites have average B eq ϭ1.7.
Fractional occupancy solves the problem of mechanical stability of O-Al 13 Co 4 . When fully occupied this structure has mean atomic displacement of 0.27 Å, with several Al atom displacements close to 1 Å. We generated a sequence of O-Al 13 Co 4 structures at each integer aluminum composition from 78 to 67 Al atoms per 102-atom unit cell. This covers the composition range from full occupancy down to the lowest suggested composition for M -Al 13 Co 4 . We anneal using our fixed site Monte Carlo method from high temperatures down to absolute zero, searching for the lowest energy assignment of Al occupancy. For each aluminum content, we relax the lowest energy annealed configuration and monitor the largest atomic displacements. The largest displacements remain close to 1 Å for 78 through 74 Al/cell. For 73 Al/cell the largest displacement drops below 0.6 Å, and remains small for all Al content through 67 Al/cell. Relaxed energies for this sequence of annealed structures are plotted in Fig. 7 . Note that the total energies fall on the convex hull only at xϭ0.2637, consistent with our suggestion of partial Al occupancy, but far beyond the point (x ϭ0.2353) where current phase diagrams place it. The effective negative vacancy formation energy implied here is obtained under the constraints of constant valence electron density and constant E vol . These are the same constraints normally applied to the bulk metal and in that case produce a well known virial-pressure contribution to the vacancy formation energy. 26 In bulk Al, this contribution is positive and correctly leads to both a positive vacancy formation energy and, with the present GPT pair potential, a result consistent with experiment as well. 27 A complete treatment of vacancy formation in the alloy also requires inclusion of the composition and atomic volume dependence of the total energy. Section C below includes these effects in our full GPT treatment, and the negative Al vacancy formation energy in OAl 13 Co 4 remains. It is possible that varying the atomic volume to minimize total energy, and/or including many body interactions, would reduce the value of x at which O-Al 13 Co 4 joins the convex hull. Given the strong instability of the fully occupied structure, however, we believe some Al vacancies are present in O-Al 13 Co 4 .
C. Full GPT treatment
Use of xϭ0 GPT potentials was motivated by the nearconstancy of the valence electron density observed among the aluminum-rich Al-Co compounds. A more rigorous and accurate approach includes the atomic-volume and composition dependence of each term in the total energy, Eq. ͑2͒. In the constant electron-density approximation, the leading volume term E vol has been treated as a constant which does not contribute to energy differences from the tie line. In the full GPT, we must now include E vol (⍀,x) and also calculate two-body energies using volume-and compositiondependent pair potentials, v 2 ␣␤ (R i j ;⍀,x). Since we consider equilibrium structures, we should, in principle, vary the atomic volume to find the minimum total energy for each candidate structure at fixed x. In practice, we employ experimental atomic volumes where they are known for a given composition, and choose plausible values in cases where experimental atomic volumes are not known. For example, we choose an atomic volume of 108.55 a.u. for Al-Co in the Al 12 W structure in order to reproduce the electron density of FCC aluminum. For Al-Ni, we let atomic volume vary quadratically with composition to match the electron density of FCC aluminum at xϭ0 and 0.0769 and to match the experimental atomic volume of Al 3 Ni at xϭ0. 25 . Figure 8 displays the resulting full-GPT structural energies after relaxation for a subset of the structures considered above. The major changes to note occur for Al-Ni, where the observed D0 11 structure of Al 3 Ni achieves thermodynamic stability while Al 9 Co 2 loses it. The competing structures Oand M-Al 13 Co 4 lose stability relative to D0 11 at xϭ0. 25 . Verifying that the next stable structure of larger x is Al 3 Ni 2 would require extending our pair-potential calculations to x ϭ0.4, well beyond their intended range of application.
We caution the reader that some calculated energy differences are so small they lie below the expected limits of accuracy of our calculational methods. For example, Al 9 Co 2 lies only very slightly ͑1 meV/atom͒ above the tie line from FCC Al to D0 11 using the full-GPT Al-Ni potentials. In principle, we should vary the atomic volumes of both structures to minimize their energies to see if Al 9 Co 2 still lies above the convex hull. Many-body interactions or variation of vacancy concentration and unit cell aspect ratio, could easily shift energies sufficiently to move Al 9 Co 2 on or off the convex hull.
It is also interesting to compare our calculated energies with other ab initio results. Ö ǧüt and Rabe 28 performed electronic structure calculations of total energy for aluminumrich Al-Co compounds in a variety of structures. Table III compares our results with theirs, and also with similar calculations by Lam and Cohen 29 for pure aluminum. The rather good agreement for pure aluminum validates the GPT approach 30 and indicates the accuracy of truncating Eq. ͑2͒ at the two-body term for simple metals. Because of differences in atomic volume between our Al-Co calculations and Ö ǧüt and Rabe ͑they scaled to constant electron density assuming a valence Zϭ1.5 for Co͒ close quantitative agreement is not expected. However, there is agreement in the ordering of energies among structures D0 3 , L1 2 , D0 22 and A15 at x ϭ0.25, as well as in the sign and approximate magnitude of ⌬E for the Al 12 W structure. In Table III and in Figs. 6 and 8 we take the ratio c/aϭ2.0 for the D0 22 structure.
We can further compare calculated formation enthalpies with experiment. Using the full GPT truncated at two-body interactions, we calculate cohesive energies E coh (E tot /N relative to the spin-polarized free atom͒ of Ϫ3.565 eV/atom for FCC aluminum, Ϫ6.210 for ͑nonmagnetic͒ FCC cobalt, and Ϫ5.197 for ͑nonmagnetic͒ FCC nickel. We calculate the enthalpy of formation of the aluminum-rich alloys by subtracting their cohesive energies from the tie lines connecting aluminum with cobalt and nickel. 
D. Failure of two-body truncation for x>0.25
The final difficulty to consider is the lack of stability of the Al 5 Co 2 structure compared with the Al 5 Fe 2 structure using Al-Co interactions. This is evident in Figs. 6 and 7 using xϭ0 potentials and persists with the full GPT potentials in Fig. 8 . To test the volume dependence of the full GPT result, Fig. 9͑a͒ varies the atomic volume ⍀ away from its experimental value of 92.89 a.u. for the Al 5 Co 2 structure to obtain its predicted equilibrium value where ‫ץ‬E coh /‫ץ‬⍀ϭ0. The Al 5 Fe 2 structure is still favored at the latter value of 82.34 a.u. For this reason, we are next led to investigate the role of three-and four-body interactions in Eq. ͑2͒.
It is reasonable to suppose that many-body interactions are important in these structures because at this high Co concentration (xϭ0.2857) many transition metal atoms are near neighbors of each other. Al 5 Co 2 possesses equilateral triangles of Co atoms with edge length 2.912 Å before relaxation. These are on opposite faces of Al 6 Co 6 icosahedra surrounding Al͑1͒ atoms. Al 5 Fe 2 , in contrast, exhibits isosceles triangles of transition metal atoms with edge lengths 2.939, 2.939, and 4.107 Å before relaxation.
Transition metal neighbors can also occur at lower x. For example, in the O-Al 13 Co 4 structure, short 2.86 Å Co separations occur in flat layers. However, these occur only in Fig. 10 , we see that the three-body interaction will tend to stabilize the equilateral triangles over the isosceles triangles and hence favor the Al 5 Co 2 structure. Interestingly, for pure elemental Fe, the triplet potentials favor the isosceles triangles over the equilateral triangles. 6 If that remains true in the aluminum rich alloy, that would explain formation of the Al 5 Fe 2 structure in the Al-Fe binary alloy family.
Because of the long-range sp-d hybridization interaction, the many-body potentials oscillate with non-negligible amplitude out to large distances in a similar manner to the Friedel oscillations in the pair potentials. While the contributions of the near-neighbor triangles described above provide the leading effect, it is necessary here to include both three-and four-body interactions out to the cutoff radius of 8.25 R WS . When this is done and we reexamine the atomic-volume dependence of the cohesive energy, we find that at its predicted equilibrium atomic volume the structure Al 5 Co 2 is indeed favored over the structure Al 5 Fe 2 , as shown in Fig. 9͑b͒ . This has resulted primarily from the Al 5 Fe 2 cohesion curve being shifted upward in energy with little change in the Al 5 Co 2 cohesive properties. The predicted equilibrium atomic volume for Al 5 Co 2 is now 81.96 a.u. and the cohesive energy is Ϫ4.767 eV/atom. Recalculating the heat of formation yields ⌬H for ϭϪ0.446 eV/atom ͑assuming E coh Co and E coh Al are unchanged͒. The bulk modulus is calculated to be 1.16 Mbar.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have shown that a first-principles multiion expansion of the total energy calculated within the generalized pseudopotential theory can faithfully reproduce the aluminum-rich end of the Al-Co and Al-Ni binary phase diagrams. The GPT total energy functional incorporates a full atomic-volume and composition dependence to its volume term and interatomic potentials, while providing a selfconsistent treatment of all nearly-free sp electron, sp-d hybridization, and d-d tight-binding contributions. At low transition-metal concentrations, it suffices to truncate the ex- pansion at two-ion pair potentials. At higher transition-metal concentrations, when transition metal ions have two or more transition-metal near neighbors, three-and four-ion potentials are needed to correctly reproduce the known phase diagram of Al 1Ϫx Co x .
To understand stability of certain complex crystal structures related to decagonal quasicrystals, it proves necessary to assume partial occupancy of many aluminum sites. Where experimental data on partial occupancy is available, 14, 13 it supports our assignments of partially occupied sites. In the case of O-Al 13 Co 4 , we offer our calculations as a suggestion for further experimental study.
The GPT pair potentials utilized in this work may be employed more generally in structural relaxation and phonon studies, and in Monte Carlo or molecular dynamics simulations. They can provide an efficient, but accurate, alternative to other more time consuming and less flexible ab initio methods. At high transition-metal concentrations, however, many-body interactions must be considered. These are currently quite time consuming to evaluate from first principles, because the multidimensionality of the potentials has so far required that they be reevaluated each time they are used, as has been done in the present work. The short-range contributions to the three-and four-ion potentials can be analytically modeled and used for simulation applications in some cases such as BCC transition metals. 33 Alternatively, the multi-ion potentials may be approximately folded down and combined with the two-ion potential to form an effective pair potential. 33 This is an especially promising route to solving the difficulty of overbinding of transition-metal near neighbors with the existing pair potentials and could provide an efficient means of extending the present treatment of Al 1Ϫx Co x and Al 1Ϫx Ni x systems to higher x.
The two sets ͑Al-Co and Al-Ni͒ of binary alloy pair potentials include five out of the six necessary interactions to describe aluminum-rich Al-Ni-Co ternary compounds. This compound is noteworthy for its thermodynamically stable decagonal quasicrystal phase. 8 We plan to create ternary interactions for this compound in order to create and evaluate atomistic models of the quasicrystalline structure. Similar methods may be employed for Al-Cu-Co, which also boasts a stable decagonal phase, 8 and for Al-Cu-Fe, which exhibits a stable icosahedral quasicrystal phase. 34 We wish to acknowledge useful discussions with Jun Zou, Rob Phillips, and Eric Cockayne. 
